Aggregation analysis of the microtubule binding domain in tau protein by spectroscopic methods.
The microtubule-associated protein tau is a highly soluble protein that shows hardly any tendency to assemble under physiological conditions. In the brains of Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients, however, tau dissociates from the axonal microtubule and abnormally aggregates to form paired helical filaments (PHFs). One of the priorities in Alzheimer research is to clarify the mechanism of PHF formation. In recent years, several factors regulating tau assembly have come to light, yet some important questions remain to be answered. In this work, the His-tagged gene constructs of the four-repeat microtubule binding domain (4RMBD) in tau protein and its three mutants, 4RMBD S305N, N279K, and P301L, were expressed in E. coli and purified. Gel filtration chromatography and dynamic light scattering measurement yielded a Stokes radius of 3.1 nm, indicating that the His-tagged 4RMBD normally exists in buffer solution in a dimer state, which is formed by non-covalent intermolecular interactions. This non-covalent dimer can further polymerize to form filaments in the presence of polyanions such as heparin. The kinetics of the in vitro aggregation was monitored by thioflavine S dye fluorescence and CD measurements. The aggregation of 4RMBD was suggested to be a nucleation-dependent process, where the non-covalent dimer acts as an effective structural unit. The aggregation rate was strongly affected by the point mutation. Among the 4RMBD mutants, the rate of S305N was exceptionally fast, whereas N279K was the slowest, even slower than the wild-type. The aggregations were optimal in a weakly reducing environment for all the mutants and the wild type. However, the aggregations were affected differently by buffer pH, depending on the 4RMBD mutation.